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Chapter 1. Introduction
1 QED and relativistic models in Quantum ChemistryIt is now well known, following many experimental and theoretical results,that the use of ab initio relativistic calculations are mandatory if one is toobtain an accurate description of heavy atoms and ions. This is true whetherone is considering highly charged ions, inner shells of neutral or quasi neutralatoms or outer shells of very heavy atoms.From a physics point of view, the natural formalism to treat such a system isQuantum Electrodynamics (QED), the prototype of �eld theories. For recentreviews of di�erent aspects of QED in few electron ions see, e.g., [16,42,2].Yet a direct calculation using only QED is impractical for atoms with morethan one electron because of the complexity of the calculation. This is dueto the slow rate of convergence of the so-called Ladder approximation (1=Z),that in non-relativistic theory amounts to a perturbation expansion using theelectron-electron interaction as a perturbation. The only known method to doan accurate calculation is to attempt to treat to all orders the electron-electroninteraction, and reserve QED for radiative corrections (interaction of the elec-tron with its own radiation �eld, creation of virtual electron-positron pairs).The use of a naive approach however, taking a non-relativistic Hamiltonianand replacing one-electron Schr�odinger Hamiltonian by Dirac Hamiltonianfails. This approach does not take into account one of the two main featuresof relativity: the possibility of particle creation, and leads to severe problemsas noted already in Ref. [3] and studied in [52]. This theory, for example, doesnot preserve charge conservation in intermediate states and leads to diver-gence already in the second-order of perturbation expansion. The only way toderive a proper relativistic many-electron Hamiltonian is to start from QED.The Hamiltonian of a N electron system can be written formallyH = H0[Ne�; 0e+] +H1[(N + 1)e�; 1e+] +H2[(N + 2)e�; 2e+] + � � � (1.1)Keeping only the �rst term, the so-called \no-pair" Hamiltonian readsHnp = Ne�Xi=1 hD (ri) +Xi<j Uij ; (1.2)where (in atomic units) hD (ri) = c� � p + � mc2 + VN (ri) is a one-electronDirac Hamiltonian in a suitable classical central potential VN , that representsthe interaction of the electron with the atomic nucleus. The speed of light is2



denoted by c, �, � are the Dirac matrices, with� = 0B@ 1I 00 �1I1CA ; �i = 0B@ 0 �i�i 0 1CA ; (1.3)
�1 = 0B@ 0 11 01CA ; �2 = 0B@ 0 �ii 0 1CA ; �3 = 0B@ 1 00 �11CA ; (1.4)p = �iri and U = �+i �+j V (jri � rjj) �+i �+j (1.5)where �+i is the positive spectral projection operator of a one-particle Hamil-tonian similar to hD(ri) [i.e. �+i � = � for all eigenfunctions � of hD(ri) cor-responding to positive eigenvalues]. Usually the potential used in this Hamil-tonian is the direct Dirac-Fock potential (see Sec. 3). Moreover,V (jri � rjj)= 1rij � �i ��jrij +  1rij � �i ��jrij ! (cos (!ij rij/ c)� 1)+ c2 (�i �ri) (�j �rj) cos (!ij rij=c)� 1!2ij rij (1.6)is the electron-electron interaction of order 1 in � = 1=c � 1=137, the �nestructure constant. This expression is in Coulomb gauge, and is derived di-rectly from QED. Here rij = jri � rjj is the inter-electronic distance, !ij is theenergy of the photon exchanged between the electron i and j, which usuallyreduces to �i � �j where the �i are the one-electron energies in the problemunder consideration (for exemple diagonal Lagrange multipliers in the caseof Dirac-Fock). Note that in (1.6) gradient operators act only on the rij andnot on the following wave functions. The presence of the !ij in this expres-sion originates from the multi-time nature of the relativistic problem due tothe �niteness of the speed of light. From this interaction, one can deduce theBreit operator, that contains retardation only to second order in 1=c, in whichthe !ij can be eliminated by use of commutation relations between r and theone-particle Dirac Hamiltonian. This operator can then be readily used in theevaluation of correlation, while the higher-order in 1=c in the interaction (1.6)can only be evaluated perturbatively.Finding bound states of (1.2) is di�cult and requires approximations. The dif-ferent methods of solution are inspired from the non-relativistic problem. Thethree main categories of methods are the Relativistic Many-Body perturbation3



theory (RMBPT, see, e.g., [41] for the non-relativistic case), the RelativisticRandom Phase Approximation (RRPA, see, e.g., [33]), which has been heavilyused for evaluation of photoionization cross-sections, and Multicon�gurationDirac-Fock (MCDF). The RMBPT method requires the use of basis sets tosum over intermediate states. The MCDF method is a variational method.2 Relativistic Many-Body perturbation theory and RRPAIn its most general version, the RMBPT method starts from a multidimen-tional model space and uses Rayleigh-Schr�odinger perturbation theory. Theconcept of model space is mandatory if there are several levels of quasi-degenerate energy as in the ground state of Be-like ions (1s22s2 1S0 and 1s22p2 1S0are very close in energy, leading to very strong intra-shell correlation). In thatcase one gets would get very bad convergence of the perturbation expansion,because of the near-zero energy denominators, if building the perturbationtheory on a single level.Following [41] we separate the Hamiltonian in a sumHT = H0 + V0 (2.1)We assume that we know a set of N eigenfunctions 	0� of eigenenergies E0�which are all the solutions obtained by diagonalizing H0 on a subspace P(these solutions can be obtained with the Dirac-Fock method in a suitableaverage potential). The unperturbed Hamiltonian is then chosen asHN0 = P0H0P0 = NX�=1E0� ���	0�E D	0���� (2.2)where and P0 is the projector on P, de�ned byP0 = NX�=1 ���	0�E D	0���� : (2.3)We de�ne the perturbation potential byV = HT � P0H0P0 = HT �HN0 ; (2.4)We also de�ne Q0 = 1�P0 as the projector on the orthogonal space Q. We nowde�ne the wave operator, which build the exact solution of the Hamiltonianequation (2.1) from the 	0� 	� = 
	0�; (2.5)4



so that HT	� = E�	�; (2.6)with the property P0
P0 = P0 (2.7)The exact eigenenergies can be obtained by the application of the Model-spacewave functions on the e�ective HamiltonianHe� = P0HT
P0 = P0H0P0 + P0V
P0 = HN0 + P0V 
P0; (2.8)using Eqs. (2.2) and (2.7), P 20 = P0 and the fact that HN0 and P0 com-mute. This operator, acting on the unperturbed wave functions give the exacteigenenergies: He�	0� = E�	0� (2.9)The wave operator obeys the generalized Bloch equation[
; H0]P0=V 
P0 � 
P0V 
P0 (2.10)using Eq. (2.7). This can be expanded in a series
 = 1 + 
(1) + 
(2) + � � � (2.11)Equations (2.10) and (2.11) leads to the sequence of equationsh
(1); H0iP0=Q0V P0 (2.12)h
(2); H0iP0=Q0V
(1)P0 � 
(1)P0V P0 (2.13)The RRPA method is based on the solution of the Hamiltonian (1.2) subjectedto a time-dependant perturbation (like a classical electromagnetic radiation ofknown frequency). This time-dependant Dirac-Fock equation is solved over aset of solutions of the unperturbed problem, leading to a set of time-dependantmixing coe�cients in the usual fashion of time-dependant perturbation theory.The phases of those coe�cients are approximated (leading to the name \Ran-dom Phase"), leading to di�erential equations very similar to the Dirac-Fockones. This method include to all orders some classes of correlation contributionthat can be easily also evaluated in the framework of RMBPT. It is mostlyused for the ground state of atoms and ions to study photoionization. It ismore di�cult to use for excited states.This paper is mostly devoted to the MCDF method for atoms and molecules,and to preliminary results for the linear Dirac operator.5



3 The MCDF wave functionWe �rst start by describing shortly the formalism used to build the Dirac-Focksolutions for a spherically-symmetric system like an isolated atom.If we de�ne the angular momentum operators L = r ^ p, J = L + �2 , theparity � as �P , then the total wave function is expressed in term of con-�guration state functions (CSF) as antisymmetric products of one-electronwave functions so that they are eigenvalues of the parity �, the total angularmomentum J and its projection M . The label � stands for all other values(angular momentum recoupling scheme, seniority numbers, ...) necessary tode�ne unambiguously the CSF. For a N -electron system, a CSF is thus alinear combination of Slater determinants:j��JM > =Xi=1 d�i ����������� �i;�1 (r1) � � � �i;�N (r1)... . . . ...�i;�1 (rN) � � � �i;�N (rN)
����������� ; (3.1)all of them with the same � and M values while the di's are determined bythe requirement that the CSF is an eigenstate of J2.The total MCDF wave function is constructed as a superposition of CSF's,i.e. 	(�JM) = NCFX�=1 c� j��JM > ; (3.2)where NCF is the number of con�gurations and the c� are called the con�g-urations mixing coe�cients.The MCDF method has two variants. In one variant, one uses numerical oranalytic basis sets to construct the CSF. In the other one, direct numericalsolution of the MCDF equation is used. Both methods have been used inatomic and molecular physics. The numerical MCDF method is better suitedfor small systems, while analytic basis set techniques are better suited for caseswith millions of determinants.This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, di�erent choices of basis sets forthe Dirac equation are presented. In Sec. 3, the MCDF equations are presented,and numerical techniques adapted to the numerical MCDF method in atomsare described. In Sec. 4, we deal with techniques for the numerical MCDFmethod in molecules.
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Chapter 2. Linear Dirac equations4 Properties of the linear Dirac operatorThe unboundedness from below of the Dirac operatorH0 = �i c � � r+mc2� (4.1)creates important di�culties when trying to �nd its eigenvalues. The so-calledvariational collapse is indeed related to this unboundedness property. On theother hand, �nite dimensional approximations to this problem may lead to�nding spurious solutions: some eigenvalues of the �nite dimensional prob-lem do not approach the eigenvalues of the Dirac operator and destroy themonotonicity of the approximated eigenvalues with respect to the basis di-mension. These problems seem to be much more acute in molecular than inatomic computations, but they are already present in one-electron systems. Inthis section we address this di�culty for one-electron systems by describingvarious methods used to deal with this problem. Well-behaved approximationmethods should also provide good nonrelativistic limits, that is, variationalproblems whose eigenvalues and eigenfunctions converge well to those of thecorresponding nonrelativistic Schr�odinger Hamiltonian.A way often used to �nd good numerical approximations of eigenvalues of anoperator A consists in projecting the eigenvalue equationAx = � x (4.2)over a well chosen �nite dimensional space XN of dimension N , in order to�nd an approximation (�N ; xN) satisfyingAN xN = �N xN ; (4.3)such that (�N ; xN) converges to (�; x) as N ! 1. Then one looks for theeigenvalues of the N�N matrix AN and these eigenvalues will converge eitherto eigenvalues of A or to points in the essential spectrum of A. As N increases,the limit set of the eigenvalues of AN is the spectrum of A.The di�culty with the Dirac operator is that for most physically interest-ing potentials V , the spectrum of H0 + V is made of its essential spectrum(�1;�mc2] [ [mc2;+1) and a discrete set of eigenvalues lying in the gap(�mc2; mc2). Hence, the choice of the �nite dimensional space, or equiva-lently, of the �nite basis set, is fundamental if we want to ensure that forsome N large, the eigenvalues of (H0 + V )N , or at least some of them, willbe approximations of the eigenvalues of H0 + V in the gap (�mc2; mc2). The7



question of how to choose a good basis set has been addressed in many pa-pers, among which [11,12,22,21,32,35,38], that we will describe with furtherdetails in Sections 5 and 6 below. In particular, Section 6 is devoted to thedescription of numerical techniques based either on discretization or on B-Splines, and shows that with appropriate boundary conditions one can avoidthe variational collapse.When the operator A is bounded from below, it is often possible to characterizeits spectrum by variational methods, for instance by looking for critical valuesof the Rayleigh quotient Q(x) := (Ax; x)(x; x) (4.4)over the domain of A. More concretely, when A is bounded from below, underappropriate assumptions, its ground state energy can be found by minimizingthe above Rayleigh quotient. However, this cannot be done directly in thecontext of the Dirac operator, since it is unbounded from below (and alsofrom above). A large number of works have been devoted to the variationalresolution of this problem in view of the Dirac operator. Most of them usethe approximation of an e�ective Hamiltonian which is bounded from below.The idea hidden behind this kind of techniques is that there is no explicitway of diagonalizing the Dirac Hamiltonian H + V , but this can be done atan abstract level. The diagonalized operator is then approximated via a �niteexpansion or an iterative procedure. These methods are therefore perturbativeand contain an approximation at the operator level. They will be referred to asperturbation theories and e�ective Hamiltonian methods and will be describedbelow (see [11,35,21,32] and Section 7 for more details).Other variational techniques are based on a correspondence between the eigen-values of A and those of T (A), for some operator function T , like the inversefunction Tx = x�1 (see [29]) or the function Tx = x2 (see [56,1]). Finally,some authors solve the variational problem in a subspace of the domain inwhich the operator is bounded from below and 'avoids' the negative contin-uum. Section y8 will be devoted to these more direct variational approaches,based on either linear or nonlinear constraints.Before going into the details of the computational methods, let us start withsome notations and preliminary considerations. For any  with values in CI 4, ifwe write  = �'�� , with '; � taking values in CI 2, then the eigenvalue equationH  = (H0 + V ) = � (4.5)8



is equivalent to the following system:8><>:R� = (��mc2 � V ) ' ;R' = (�+mc2 � V ) � ; (4.6)with R= i c (~�:~r)=P3j=1 i c �j @@xj . Here �j, j = 1; 2; 3, are the Pauli matrices.As long as �+mc2�V 6=0, the system (4.6) can be written asH�' := R  R'g� !+ V ' = �' ; � = R'g� (4.7)where g� = � + 2mc2 � V and � = � � mc2. Note that the Hamiltonianoperator H� is eigenvalue dependent. Reducing the 4-component spinor  toan equation for the 2-spinor ' is often called partitioning. Let us immediatelynotice that at least formally, the partitioned equation (4.7) converges to itsnonrelativistic counterpart� 12m �' + V ' = �' : (4.8)(see for instance [58]). For this reason, but also because the principal part of thesecond order operator in (4.7) is semibounded for not too large potentials V ,the partitioned equation has been extensively studied for �nding eigenvaluesof linear Dirac operators.To end these preliminary considerations on linear Dirac equations, note thatin the case of rotationally invariant potentials, the solutions can be put in theform  = 1r 0B@ P�(r)��m(�; ')i Q�(r)���m(�; ')1CA : (4.9)The dependence on the angular coordinates is contained in the 2-spinors���m(�; '), which are eigenfunctions of the angular momentum operators J ,its third component Jz (with eigenvalues j(j + 1) and m respectively) and ofparity. On the other hand, the radial dependence is contained in the functionsf and g which are called the upper and lower radial components of  .In the ansatz de�ned in (4.9), for a given � = �(j + 12), with j = ` � 12 ,l = 0; 1; : : : , the eigenvalue equation (4.5) is equivalent to(H�r + V ) � = �� ; (4.10)9



with H�r = 0B@ mc2 c �� ddr + �j�c � ddr + �j� �mc2 1CA ; (4.11)� = �P�Q�� being a 2-vector with two scalar real components.5 Finite basis set approachesThe choice of �nite dimensional spaces is essential for the discretization ofthe operator and the approximation of its eigenvalues. The presence of thenegative continuum makes this task di�cult in the case of the Dirac operator.The basic criterium to decide whether a particular space, or a generating basisset, is good, is to check that the approximated eigenvalues found are eithernegative and lying in the negative continuum or positive. In this case, if theyare below the positive continuum, they are approximations of the discreteexact (positive) eigenvalues. Many attempts to construct �nite basis sets canbe found in the litterature.In [11], Drake and Goldman introduced the so-called Slater type orbitals(STO): �(r) = r�1e��r NXi=1 ri "ai 10!+ bi 01!# ; (5.1)with a particular choice of  and � which depends on � and V . They showednumerical evidence that such a �nite basis satis�es the above properties in thecase of hydrogen-like atoms. Note that the STOs exhibit the same behaviornear 0 and at 1 as the exact eigenfunctions. The properties of STO basissets are made more explicit in [21], where STO basis sets are replaced byorthonormal sets of Laguerre polynomials.The main drawback of this approachis that some of the eigenvalues of the approximated matrix are spurious rootswhich do not approximate any of the exact eigenvalues.Another way to construct basis sets with good properties consists in imposingthe so-called kinetic balance condition relating the upper and lower compo-nents of the functions in the basis set. See for instance [35].Other types of basis sets proposed in the litterature include those generated byB-splines (see [32]), which have very good properties since, in this approach,the matrices are very sparse: only a �nite number (depending on the degreeof the splines) of diagonal lines are nonzero. This kind of basis sets has beenwidely used in atomic and molecular computations (see Sec. 6).10



The choice of a good basis set can be quite e�ective in some computations,but as it appears clearly in the litterature that we quote, there is very often arisk of �nding spurious roots or of variational collapse. In the next subsectionwe give some more precise exemples of how to use particular basis sets in thecontext of Dirac operators.6 Numerical basis setsThis section is devoted to the special case of basis sets whose elements arecomputed numerically.Discretisation methodThe G�oteborg group has developed an e�cient technique to obtain basis setsfor the Dirac equation [47]. The Dirac equation is discretized and solved on agrid. The atom is placed in a spherical box, large enough not to disturb thebound state wave function considered. The method provides a �nite number oforbitals which is complete over the discretized space [48], and resemble latticegauge �eld calculation [57]. The method enables to eliminate spurious statesand preserves the Hermiticity of the discretized Hamiltonian. The appearanceof spurious states in a discretized method, is traced back to the \fermiondoubling", �rst encoutered in gauge-�eld lattice calculations [34]. On a lat-tice of dimension (D + 1) (D spatial and one time dimensions), an equationfor a massless fermion will describe not one but 2D ones if no precaution istaken [51].As an example, let us consider a one-dimensional Dirac equation for a freefermion 0B@mc2 �c ddxc ddx �mc2 1CA0B@ f(x)g(x)1CA = (�+mc2)0B@ f(x)g(x)1CA : (6.1)The derivatives are approximated over the latice points usingf 0i = fi+1 � fi�12h ; (6.2)where h is the space between adjacent lattice sites. Eliminating the largecomponent in (6.1), one gets the following equation� 12m  fi+2 � 2fi + fi�24h2 ! = ��1 + �2mc2� fi; (6.3)in which the left hand side is the kinetic energy operator p2x=2m acting on fat the latice point i. Yet this second order derivative does not connect even11



and odd lattice sites. The highest energy solution over the lattice is the onechanging sign at each site so that� � � � fi�2 � �fi�1 � fi � �fi+1 � � � � (6.4)Using the expression (6.3) acting on this solution gives the same results as ifit had no nodes. A high-energy eigenvector thus appears as a spurious state inthe low energy part of the spectrum. For low-order derivative two equivalentways can be used [51,47]. One is to use forward derivatives for f and backwardderivatives for g, f 0i = fi+1 � fih ; g0i = gi � gi�1h : (6.5)The other consists in de�ning the large and small components on alternatingsites on the lattice. � � � fi�3 gi�2 fi�1 gi fi+1 gi+2 � � � ; (6.6)with h being the separation between gi�2 and gi. In this case the derivative isexpressed as f 0i = fi+1 � fih ; g0j = gj � gj�1h : (6.7)with i = 2n� 1, j = 2n, n = 1; 2; : : : ; N . These methods reduce to the samesecond-order equation [51].Salomonson and �Oster use a more accurate six-point formulaf 0(x) = 11920h"� 9f �x� 52h� + 125f �x� 32h�� 2250f �x� 12h�+2250f �x+ 12h�� 125f �x+ 32h�+9f �x + 52h� # +O �h6� : (6.8)This six-point formula combined with (6.6) provides a spurious-state-free solu-tion, while using the same lattice for f and g and a forward-backward deriva-tive scheme does not work.In the spherical case, one needs to use a logarithmic lattice to get a gooddescription of the wave function. The Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian must bepreserved by doing the variable changey(r)! 1pr y(x) ; x = log(r) : (6.9)12



The corresponding Dirac equation is0B@ V (r) �c � 1pr ddx 1pr � �pr 1pr�c � 1pr ddx 1pr + �pr 1pr� V (r)�mc2 1CA0B@ f(x)g(x)1CA = �0B@ f(x)g(x)1CA : (6.10)Since the large and small component are de�ned on di�erent lattices, one needsinterpolation formulas to express f(x)=pr and g(x)=pr in the � term.The discretization �nally provides a 2N � 2N symmetric eigenvalue problem0B@ A tD + tKD +K B 1CA0B@FG1CA = �0B@FG1CA ; (6.11)with (F;G) = (f1; f3; : : : ; f2N�1; g2; g4; : : : ; g2N). For a point nucleus, the sub-matrices are Aii = �Z=ri and Bjj = �2mc2 � Z=rj, i = 2n � 1, j = 2n,n = 1; 2; : : : ; N . With the 6 points interpollation and derivation formulasused in [47], one obtains
D = c1920h

0BBBBBBBBBBBB@
� 2250pr2r1 2250pr2r3 � 125pr2r5 9pr2r7 0 � � � � � �125pr4r1 � 2250pr4r3 2250pr4r5 � 125pr4r7 9pr4r9 0 � � �� 9pr6r1 125pr6r3 � 2250pr6r5 2250pr6r7 � 125pr6r9 9pr6r11 � � �0 � 9pr8r3 125pr8r5 � 2250pr8r7 2250pr8r9 � 125pr8r11 � � �... ... ... ... ... . . .

1CCCCCCCCCCCCA ; (6.12)
and

K = �256h
0BBBBBBBBBBBB@

150pr2r1 150pr2r3 � 25pr2r5 3pr2r7 0 � � � � � �� 25pr4r1 150pr4r3 150pr4r5 � 25pr4r7 3pr4r9 0 � � �3pr6r1 � 25pr6r3 150pr6r5 150pr6r7 � 25pr6r9 3pr6r11 � � �0 3pr8r3 � 25pr8r5 150pr8r7 150pr8r9 � 25pr8r11 � � �... ... ... ... ... . . .
1CCCCCCCCCCCCA : (6.13)

Equation (6.11) is symmetric even though K and D are not. In the upper leftcorner of D, use has been made of the approximationf(r)� r+1=2 + 2 [ + �� (Z�)2]Z�2(2 + 1) r+3=2 + � [ + �� 2(Z�)2]Z(2 + 1) r+3=2; (6.14)with  = q�2 � (Z�)2, and the equivalent expression for g. To avoid non-linear terms in the eigensystem (6.11), only the contribution independent of13



� has been kept. This is a good approximation for bound states for which�� mc2.Numerical basis sets based on B-splinesB-splines have been used [32] to provide numerically e�cient basis sets. Aknot sequence ti is used for the radial coordinate, on which B-spline of order kprovide a complete basis for piecewise polynomials of order k� 1. This radialcoordinate extends to a distance R from the origin. The solutions of the Diracequation are expressed as linear combinations of B-splines. A Galerkin methodis employed to obtain the solution. The Dirac equation is derived from anaction principle �S = 0, withS = 12 Z R0 (cP�(r) ddr � �r!Q�(r)� cQ�(r) ddr + �r!P�(r)+VN(r) hP�(r)2 +Q�(r)2i� 2mc2Q�(r)2) dr�12� Z R0 hP�(r)2 +Q�(r)2i dr (6.15)using the notations of (4.9) (note that in this representation the gap lies be-tween �2mc2 and 0), to which suitable boundary conditions are added throughS 0 = 8><>: c4 [P�(R)2 �Q�(R)2] + c2P�(0)2 � c22 P�(0)Q�(0) for� < 0 ;c4 [P�(R)2 �Q�(R)2] + c2P�(0)2 � c2P�(0)Q�(0) for� > 0 : (6.16)From the point of view of the variational principle, � is a Lagrange multiplierintroduced to ensure that the solutions of the Dirac equation are normalized.The boundary constraint (6.16) is designed to avoid a hard boundary at thebox radius R, following the idea behind the MIT bag model for quark con-�nement, and provides P�(R) = Q�(R). Forcing P�(R) = Q�(R) = 0 wouldamount to introduce an in�nite potential at the boundary and possibly leadsto the Klein paradox. Other choices of boundary conditions are possible. Thisparticular choice avoids the appearance of spurious solutions. Expanding theradial wave function asP�(r) = nXi=1 piBi;k(r) ; Q�(r) = nXi=1 qiBi;k(r) ; (6.17)the variational principle reduces tod(S + S 0)dpi = 0 ; d(S + S 0)dqi = 0 ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n : (6.18)This leads to a 2n� 2n symmetric, generalized eigenvalue equation14



Av = � Bv ; (6.19)where v = (p1; p2; : : : ; pn; q1; q2; : : : ; qn),A = 0B@ (V ) c h(D)� ��r �i�c h(D) + ��r�i (V )� 2mc2(C)1CA+ A0 (6.20)and B = 0B@ (C) 00 (C)1CA : (6.21)The 2n� 2n matrix A0 comes from the boundary term. The n�n matrix (C)is the B-spline overlap matrix de�ned by(C)ij = Z Bi;k(r)Bj;k(r) dr ; (6.22)(D) comes from the di�erential operator(D)ij = Z Bi;k(r)dBj;k(r)dr dr ; (6.23)(V ) is the potential term(V )ij = Z Bi;k(r)VN(r)Bj;k(r) dr and ��r�ij = Z Bi;k(r)�rBj;k(r) dr :(6.24)Diagonalization of (6.20) provides 2n eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, n ofwhich have energies below �2mc2, a few correspond to bound states (typically5 to 6 for k = 7 to 9) and the rest belongs to the positive energy continuum.7 Perturbation theory and e�ective HamiltoniansAn alternative way to �nd the eigenvalues of the unbounded relativistic op-erator H consists in looking for a so-called e�ective Hamiltonian He� , whichis semi-bounded, such that both Hamiltonians have common eigenvalues onan interval above the negative continuous spectrum. Such a Hamiltonian He�cannot usually be found in an explicit way, but can be viewed as the limit ofan iterative procedure. This leads to families of Hamiltonians which approachthe e�ective Hamiltonian and yield approximated eigenvalues for H.15



One of the most popular procedure in this direction is due to Foldy andWouthuysen [19], whose main idea was to apply a unitary transformation
 to H0 + V such that
�(H0 + V ) 
 = HFW = 0B@HFW+ 0O HFW� 1CA ; (7.1)so that electronic and positronic states are decoupled: electrons (resp. posi-trons) would be described by the eigenfunctions of HFW+ (resp. HFW� ). More-over, the Hamiltonians HFW+ � mc2 (resp. HFW� + mc2 ) are bounded frombelow (resp. above) and have correct nonrelativistic limits. Although this pro-cedure looks very promising, the problem is that 
 is unknown in closed form,and so there is no way of diagonalizing H0 + V in an explicit way. However,approximations of 
, and therefore of HFW , can be constructed either bywriting a formal series expansion for HFW� in the perturbation parameter c�2:HFW� = +1Xk=0 c�2kH�2k ; (7.2)and cutting it at level k � 0, or by approaching it by an iterative procedure.In general one identi�es the e�ective Hamiltonian He� as a solution to anonlinear equation He� = f(He�) , which can be solved approximately in aniterative way. By instance, one can produce an equation like the above oneby \eliminating" the lower component � of the spinor as in (4.7), that is, bypartitioning.Many proposals of e�ective Hamiltonians for the Dirac operator can be foundin the litterature. Some are Hermitian, some are not, some act on 4 componentspinors, others on 2-spinors. A good review about various approaches to thisproblem and the corresponding di�culties has been written by W. Kutzelnigg[37] (see also [36,45,46]). An important di�culty arising in this context isthat most of the proposed e�ective Hamiltonians are quite nice when thepotential V is regular, but in the case of the Coulomb potential they containvery singular terms, which are not even well de�ned near the nucleus. Theseserious singularities are avoided by a method used by Chang, P�elissier andDurand [4] (see also [13,14]), where it is proposed to use (2mc2�V )�1 as anexpansion parameter in the formal series de�ning He� , instead of c�2 . Theyobtain a 2-component Pauli-like Hamiltonian which is bounded from below,contains only well de�ned terms and approaches H. Similar ideas have beenused by Heully et al. [28] and by Van Lenthe et al. [39,40]. The latter havealso made a systematic numerical analysis of this method in self-consistentcalculations for the uranium atom. 16



8 Direct variational approachesTo begin with, let us mention two variational methods based on nonlineartransformations of the Hamiltonian. Wallmeier and Kutzelnigg in [56] lookfor eigenvalues of the squared Hamiltonian (H0 + V )2 . The practical di�-culty arises from the need to compute complicated matrix representations.Hill and Krautkauser [29] use the Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle appliedto the inverse of the Dirac Hamiltonian, 1=H. A di�culty arises here in thecomputation of the matrix elements for the inverse operator. This is avoidedby working in the special set of test functions de�ned by those which are inthe image by H of a regular set of spinors. The use of these two methods canbe useful in some cases, but not when the eigenvalues become close to 0.As already noticed, the eigenvalues of the operator H0+V are critical pointsof the Rayleigh quotient QV ( ) := ((H0 + V ) ;  )( ;  ) (8.1)in the domain of H0 + V . We are now going to describe other more so-phisticated variational approaches yielding exact eigenvalues of H0 + V . Theparticular structure of the spectrum of H0 clearly shows that eigenvalues ofH0 + V lying in the gap of the essential spectrum should be given by somekind of min-max approach. This had been mentioned in several papers dealingwith numerical computations of Dirac eigenvalues, before it was proved in aseries of papers: [18,26,8,25,9]). Basically, in all those papers, it was shownthat under appropriate assumptions on the potential V , the eigenvalues areindeed characterized as a sequence of min-max values de�ned for QV on wellchosen sets. A theorem in [9] proves that for a large class of potentials V ,the ground state energy of H0 + V is given by the smallest � in the gap[�mc2; mc2] such that there exists ' satisfying� ZIR3 j'j2 dx=ZIR3  j(� � r)'j21� V + � + (1 + V ) j'j2! dx (8.2)and the corresponding eigenfunction is the spinor function =  '�i (��r)'1�V+�!: (8.3)Note that the idea to build a semibounded energy functional had already beenintroduced by Bayliss and Peel [1] in another context. It is closely related toprevious works of Datta and Deviah [5], and Talman [54], where a particularmin-max procedure for the Rayleigh quotient QV is proposed without proof.We will not give here further details on these theoretical aspects (for tractablenumerical applications, see below). 17



An alternative variational method has been proposed by Dolbeault, Estebanand S�er�e in [8]. It is based on rigorous results proving that for a very largeclass of potentials (including all those relevant in atomic models), the groundstate of H0 + V can be found by a minimization problem posed in a class offunctions de�ned by a nonlinear constraint. The main idea is to eliminate thelower component of the spinor and solve a minimization problem for the upperone. With the notations of the introduction,  = �'�� is an eigenfunction ofH0+V if and only if (4.7) takes place. The �rst equation in (4.7) is an ellipticsecond order equation for the upper component ', while the second part of(4.7) gives the lower component � as a function of ' and the eigenvalue �. Thedependence of H� on � = � +mc2 makes this problem nonlinear, since � isstill to be found, but the di�culty of �nding the unitary transformation 
 inthe Foldy-Wouthuysen approach is now replaced by a much simpler problem.We may reformulate the question as follows. Let A(�) be the operator de�nedby the quadratic form acting on 2-spinors:' 7! ZIR3  j(� � r)'j21� V + � + (1� �+ V ) j'j2! dx =: (';A(�)') (8.4)and consider its lowest eigenvalue, �1(�). Because of the monotonicity withrespect to �, there exists at most one � for which �1(�) = 0. This � is theground state level.An algorithm to numerically solve the above problem has been proposed in[10]. The idea consists in discretizing Eq. (8.2) in a �nite dimensional spaceEn of dimension n of 2-spinor functions. The discretized version of (8.4) isAn(�) xn � xn = 0 ; (8.5)where xn 2 En and An(�) is a �-dependent n � n matrix. If En is generatedby a basis set f'i; : : : 'ng , the entries of the matrix An(�) are the numbersZIR3 0@�(� � r)'i; (� � r)'j�1� V + � + (1� �+ V ) ('i; 'j)1A dx : (8.6)The ground state energy will then be approached from above by the unique �for which the �rst eigenvalue of An(�) is zero. This method has been testedon a basis of Hermite polynomials (see [10] for some numerical results). Moree�cient computations have been made recently on radially symmetric con�g-urations with B-splines basis sets, involving very sparse matrices. Approxi-mations from above of the excited levels can also be computed by requiringsuccessively that the second, third,... eigenvalues of An(�) are equal to zero.
18



Chapter 3. The MCDF method for atoms9 The Muticon�guration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) methodThe MCDF equations are obtained from (1.2) by a variational principle. Theenergy functional is writtenEtot = < ��JM jHnpj��JM >< ��JM jj��JM > : (9.1)A Hamiltonian matrix which provides the mixing coe�cients by diagonaliza-tion is obtained from (9.1) with the help of@@c�Etot = 0 ; (9.2)and a set of integro-di�erential equations for the radial wave functions P�(r)and Q�(r) is obtained from the functional derivatives8><>: ��P�(r)Etot = 0 ;��Q�(r)Etot = 0 : (9.3)One assumes the orthogonality condition (restricted Dirac-Fock)Z 10 [PA(r)PB(r) +QA(r)QB(r)] dr = ��A;�B�nA;nB ; (9.4)in order to make the angular calculations possible. Equation (9.3) then leadsto the inhomogeneous Dirac equation for a given orbital A0B@ ddr + �Ar � 2� + �VA(r)��VA(r) ddr � �Ar 1CA0B@PA(r)QA(r)1CA= �XB �A;B0B@ QB(r)�PB(r)1CA+0B@ XQA(r)�XPA(r)1CA(9.5)where VA is the sum of the nuclear potential and the direct Coulomb potential,while the exchange terms XPA and XQA include all the two-electron interac-tions except for the direct Coulomb instantaneous repulsion. The constants�A;B are Lagrange parameters used to enforce the orthogonality constraints of(9.4) and thus the summation over B runs only for orbitals with �B = �A.The exchange terms can be very large if the orbital A has a small e�ectiveoccupation (the exchange term is a sum of exchange potentials divided by the19



e�ective occupation of the orbitals). This e�ective occupation is the sumoA = NCFXi=1 c2�q(A)� (9.6)where q(A)� is the number of electrons in the orbital A in the �th con�guration.The numerical MCDF methods are based on a �xed-point method, or to beprecise on an iteration scheme which provides a self-consistent �eld (SCF)state in a way very similar to the method which is used to solve the Hartree-Fock model. Initial wave functions must be chosen, e.g., hydrogenic wave func-tions, wave functions in a Thomas-Fermi potential or wave functions alreadyoptimized with a smaller set of con�gurations. One then builds the Hamilto-nian matrix (9.2) and obtains the mixing coe�cients. Those coe�cients andthe initial wave functions enter the direct and exchange potential in (9.5),which become normal di�erential equations, and are solved numerically foreach orbital. A new set of potential terms is then evaluated until all the wavefunctions are stable to a given accuracy (� 10�2 in the �rst cycle of diagonal-ization to � 10�6 at the last cycle, at the point where the largest variationoccurs). A new Hamiltonian matrix is then built and new mixing coe�cientsare calculated. This process is repeated until convergence is reached. As it isa highly nonlinear process, this can be very tricky, and trial and error on theinitial conditions is often required when many con�guration and correlationorbitals (i.e. orbitals with very small e�ective occupations) are involved. Allthose calculations are done using direct numerical solutions of the MCDF dif-ferential equations (9.5), which has the advantage of providing very accurateresults with relatively limited set of con�gurations, while MCDF methods us-ing basis set require orders of magnitude more con�gurations to achieve similaraccuracies.Explicit expressions for VA, XPA and XQA can be found in [23,24,6]. All po-tentials can be expressed in term of the functionsZki;j(x) = 1xk Z x0 dr �ij(r) rk ; (9.7)Y ki;j(x) = 1xk Z x0 dr �ij(r) rk + xk+1 Z 1x dr �ij(r)rk+1 ; (9.8)where �ij(r) = Pi(r)Pj(r)+Qi(r)Qj(r) for the Coulomb part of the interaction,to which are added terms with �ij(r) = Pi(r)Qj(r) or �ij(r) = Qi(r)Pj(r) whenBreit retardation is included in the self-consistent �eld process. These potentialterms can be obtained very e�ciently numerically by solving a second-orderdi�erential equation (Poisson equation), as a set of two �rst-order di�erentialequations, with the predictor-corrector method prensented in Sec. 10.20



10 Numerical solution of the inhomogeneous Dirac-Fock radial equa-tionsIn order to increase the numerical stability, the direct numerical computationof (9.5) is done by shooting techniques. First one chooses a change of variablesto make the method more e�cient because bound orbitals exhibit a rapidvariation near the origin and exponential decay at large distances. One canchoose either t = r0 log(r) or t = r0 log(r) + b r : (10.1)The �rst choice leads to a pure exponential grid, while the second leads toan exponential grid at short distances and to a linear grid at in�nity, and isbetter suited to represent, e.g., Rydberg states. One then takes a linear gridin the new variable t, tn = nh with h ranging from 0.02 to 0.05. In order toprovide the few values needed to start the numerical integration at r = 0, andto have accurate integrals (for evaluation of the norm for exemple) the wavefunction is represented by its series expansion at the origin, which is of theform 8><>:P�(r) = r�(p0 + p1r + : : : ) ;Q�(r) = r�(q0 + q1r + : : : ) ; (10.2)where � = q�2 � (Z�)2 if VN(r) = �Z=r is a pure Coulomb potential and� = j�j if VN(r) represents the potential of a �nite charge distribution. Inthis case if � > 0, p0 = p2 = : : : = 0 and q1 = q3 = : : : = 0, and if � < 0,p1 = p3 = : : : = 0, q0 = q2 = : : : = 0.Predictor-Corrector Methods.In the case of the atomic problem, the use of fancy techniques like adapta-tive grids is not recommended, as it is much more e�cient to tabulate allwave functions over the same grid, particularly if other properties like transi-tion probabilities are calculated as well. One then uses well proven di�erentialequation solving techniques like predictor-corrector methods and �nite di�er-ence schemes. The expansion (10.2) is substituted into the di�erential equation(9.5) to obtain the coe�cients pi and qi, for i > 0 . These coe�cients are usedto generate values for the wave function at the few �rst n points of the grid,with an arbitrary value of p0. Then the value of the function at the nextgrid point is obtained using the di�erential equation solver. At in�nity thesame procedure is used. An exponential approximation of the wave functionis made, and the same di�erential equation solver is used downward to somematching point rm, usually chosen close to the classical turning point in thepotential VA(r). In the predictor-corrector technique, an approximate value of21



the function at the mesh point n + 1 is predicted from the known values atthe preceding n points. This estimate is inserted in the di�erential equationto obtain the derivative that in turn is used to correct the �rst estimate, thenthe �nal value may be taken as a linear combination of the predicted andcorrected values to increase the accuracy. As an example we consider the �vepoints Adams' method that has been widely selected because of its stabilityproperties [43]. The predicted, corrected and �nal values are given respectivelyby: pn+1= yn + (1901y0n � 2774y0n�1 + 2616y0n�2 � 1274y0n�3 + 251y0n�4)=720 ;cn+1= yn + (251p0n+1 + 646y0n � 264y0n�1 + 106y0n�2 � 19y0n�3)=720 ; (10.3)yn+1=(475cn+ + 27pn+1)=502 ;where p0 and y0 stand for the derivatives with respect to the tabulation variable.The linear combination for the �nal value is de�ned as to cancel the termof order h6, h being the constant interval step of the mesh. In the aboveequations, y represents either the large or small component of the radial wavefunction.Since one starts with a somewhat arbitrary energy and slope at the origin,the components of the wave function obtained by the preceding method arenot continuous. A strategy must be devised to obtain the real eigenenergy andslope at the origin from the numerical solution. In the case of an homogeneousequation, one can simply make the large component continuous by multiplyingthe wave function by the ratio of the inward and outward values of the largecomponent at the matching point and then change the energy until the smallcomponent is continuous, using the default in the norm. To �rst order thecorrection to the eigenvalue is�� = cP (rm) [Q(r�m)�Q(r+m)]R10 [P 2(u) +Q2(u)] du ; (10.4)where Q(r�m) are the solutions from each side of the matching point. One thenchecks that the solution is the desired one by verifying that it has the rightnumber of nodes.In the inhomogeneous case such a strategy cannot work. In order to obtain asolution which is continuous everywhere, it is possible to proceed in the follow-ing way. One uses the well known fact that the solution of an inhomogeneousdi�erential equation can be written as the sum of a particular solution of theinhomogeneous equation and of the solution of the associated homogeneousequation (in the present case the equation obtained by neglecting the exchangepotentials). Thus if P o and P i are respectively the outward and inward solu-tions for the large component, one obtains, with the same labels for the small22



component:[P oI + aP oH ]r=r�m=hP iI + bP iHir=r+m ; [QoI + aQoH ]r=r�m = hQiI + bQiHir=r+m(10.5)where the subscripts I and H stand for the inhomogeneous and homogeneoussolutions. The coe�cients a and b can be obtained from the di�erential equa-tion. Obviously this continuous solution will not be normalized for an arbitraryvalue of the diagonal parameter �A;A of Eq.(9.5). The default in the norm isthen used to modify �A;A until the proper eigenvalue is found. This method isvery accurate but not very e�cient since it requires to solve both the inhomo-geneous and the homogeneous equations to obtain a continuous solution.Finite Di�erences MethodsAs seen above, the predictor-corrector method has some disadvantages. In thenon-relativistic case the Numerov method associated with tail correction [20]provides directly a continuous approximation (the derivative remains discon-tinuous until the eigenvalue is found). We consider now alternative methodsthat easily allow to enforce the continuity of one of the two radial components.Let us de�ne the solution at point n+1 as:yn+1 = yn + h(y0n + y0n+1) + �n ; (10.6)where �n is a di�erence correction given, in terms of central di�erences, by:�n = �112 �3yn+ 12 + 1120�5yn+ 12 ; (10.7)with:�3yn+ 12 = yn+2 � 3yn+1 + 3yn � yn�1 ;�5yn+ 12 = yn+3 � 5yn+2 + 10yn+1 � 10yn + 5yn�1 � yn�2 : (10.8)Accurate solutions are required only when self-consistency is reached. Conse-quently, the di�erence correction �n can be obtained at each iteration fromthe wave functions of the previous iteration as it is done for the potentialterms. One can then design computationally e�cient schemes [7]. We de�nean = 1 + �h2 r0nrn ; un = �Pn + h2 hr0nXQn + r0n+1XQn+1i ;bn = �1 + �h2 r0nrn ; vn = �Pn + h2 hr0nXPn + r0n+1XPn+1i ;'n = �h2 [�n � Vn] r0n ; �n = h�r0n + �n ; (10.9)where r0 stands for dr=dt (to take into account the fact that the tabulationvariable t is a function of r) and XP (Q) = XPA(QA) +PB 6=A �A;BPB(QB). All23



the functions of r are evaluated using wave functions obtained at the previousiteration. Then the system of algebraic equations:an+1Pn+1 � �n+1Qn+1 + bnPn � �nQn=un ;'n+1Pn+1 � bn+1Qn+1 + 'nPn � anQn= vn ; (10.10)determines Pn+1 and Qn+1 if Pn and Qn are known. For the outward integra-tion, this system is solved step by step from near the origin to the matchingpoint after getting the solution at the �rst point by series expansion. For theinward integration, an elimination process is used by expressing the solutionin the matrix form [M ] (PQ) = (uv) with the matrix M given by:
M =

2666666666666666666666664
�am 'm+1 �bm+1 :��m am+1 ��m+1 :'m+1 �am+1 'm+2 �bm+2 :bm+1 ��m+1 am+2 ��m+2 :: : : : : : : : : : :: bN�2 ��N�2 aN�1 �N�1: 'N�1 �aN�1 'N: bN�1 ��N�1 aN

3777777777777777777777775(10.11)and the two column vectors (PQ) and (uv) de�ned as:
(PQ) =

2666666666666666666666664
QmPm+1Qm+1Pm+2:PN�1QN�1PN

3777777777777777777777775
(uv) =

2666666666666666666666664
vm � 'mPmum � bmPmvm+1um+1uN�2vN�1 + bNQNuN�1 + �NQN

3777777777777777777777775
: (10.12)

As displayed in Eq. (10.11) each row of the matrixM has at most four non-zeroelements. To solve this system of equations the matrix M is decomposed intothe product of two triangular matrices M = LT in which L is a lower matrixwith only three non-zero elements on each row and T an upper matrix with the24



same property. Introducing an intermediate vector (pq) it is possible to solveL(pq) = (uv) for m , m+1 , : : : , N and then T (PQ) = (pq) for N , N�1, ..,m. The last point of tabulation N is determined by the requirement that PNshould be lower than a speci�ed small value when assuming QN = 0. Thus thenumber of tabulation points of each orbital is determined automatically dur-ing the self-consistency process. This elimination process produces, as writtenhere, a large component P that is continuous everywhere. The discontinuity ofthe small component at the matching point rm can then be used to adjust theeigenvalue �A;A. In practice this method works very well for occupied orbitals(i.e. orbitals with e�ective occupations at the Dirac-Fock level q(A)o � n, ninteger larger or equal to 1). Yet it is not su�ciently accurate for correlationorbitals and leads to convergence instability. A good strategy [6] is thus to usethe accurate predictor-corrector method for the outward integration and the�nite di�erences method with the tail correction for the inward integration.However the accuracy of the inward integration is increased by computing di-rectly the di�erence correction (10.7) from the wave function being computedrather than from the one from the previous iteration.Diagonal Lagrange multipliersOne can use di�erential techniques, when the obtention of the eigenenergy �AAis di�cult. Their evaluation proceeds as follows. One can obtain the �rst ordervariation of the large component P with respect to a change ��AA of one ofthe o�-diagonal Lagrange multipliers by substituting the developmentP ��0AA +��AA� = P ��0AA�+��AA @P@�AA ������AA=�0AA (10.13)(and the equivalent one for the small component Q) into the di�erential equa-tion (9.5). De�ning pAA = @P@�AA ; qAA = @Q@�AA ; (10.14)leads to the new set of di�erential equations0B@ ddr + �Ar � 2� + �VA(r)��VA(r) ddr � �Ar 1CA0B@pAA(r)qAA(r)1CA= ��A;A0B@ qAA(r)�pAA(r)1CA+�0B@ QB(r)�PB(r)1CA(10.15)which is very similar to (9.5), with the replacement of XPA(r) (resp. XQA) byPB(r) (resp. QB(r)). This system can be solved in pAA(r) and qAA(r) by theabove techniques. With this solutions ��AA can be calculated in �rst order25



from ��AA = 1� R10 [PA(r)PB(r) +QA(r)QB(r)] dr2 R10 [pAA(r)PB(r) + qAA(r)QB(r)] dr : (10.16)Note that such relations could be established to provide the change in thenon-diagonal Lagrange multipliers �AB as well, if one were to solve for severalorbitals of identical symmetry simultaneously.O�-diagonal Lagrange multipliersThe self-consistent process outlined in Section 3 requires the evaluation ofthe o�-diagonal Lagrange parameters to satisfy the orthonormality constraint(9.4). As in the non-relativistic case, the o�-diagonal Lagrange multiplier be-tween closed 1 shells can be set to zero, which only amounts to perform aunitary transformation in the subspace of the closed shells. If the generalizedoccupation numbers oA and oB of two orbitals are di�erent, one can use thesymmetry relation �ABoA = �BAoB (10.17)and (9.5) to obtain�AB (oB � oA)oB = Z 10 [VA(r)� VB(r)] [PA(r)PB(r) +QA(r)QB(r)] dr� 1� Z 10 "XQA(r)QB(r)�XQB(r)QA(r)+XPA(r)PB(r)�XPB(r)PA(r)#dr : (10.18)This equation shows that many terms will cancel out in the determinationof the Lagrange multipliers [e.g., the closed shell contribution to VA(r) andVB(r)] and thus provides an accurate method to calculate them provided oneretains only the non-zero contributions. If (oB � oA)� 1, however, one mustuse Eqs. (10.15) and (10.16) to evaluate the Lagrange multipliers.11 Solution of the inhomogeneous Dirac-Fock equation over a basissetIt has been found however [30,31] that even the enhanced numerical tech-niques presented in Sec. 10 would not work for correlation orbitals with very1 Closed shells are the shell �lled with the maximum number of electrons as allowedby the Pauli principle, i.e. 2j�j. 26



small e�ective occupation, particularly when the contribution of the Breit in-teraction is used in (9.5). This leads to point out that in the numerical MCDFcalculations, the projection operators which should be used according to (1.5)are absent, as they have no explicit expression. A new method has been pro-posed that retains the advantages of the numerical MCDF. The idea is toexpand PA, QA, XPA and XQA over a �nite basis set, e.g., the one based onthe B-spline calculated following the method of Sec. 6, using the full MCDFdirect potential VA(r). Let us thus assume that one has a complete set of solu-tions n�(A)1 ; : : : ; �(A)2n o, with eigenvalues n�(A)1 ; : : : ; �(A)2n o of the homogeneousequation associated to (9.5). One then writes0B@ PA(r)QA(r)1CA = 2nXi=1 s(A)i �(A)i (r) and 0B@XPA(r)XQA(r)1CA = 2nXi=1 x(A)i �(A)i (r) : (11.1)Substituting back into (9.5) and using the orthonormality of the basis setfunctions, one easily obtainss(A)i = x(A)i +PB 6=A �AB s(B)i� ��(A)1 � �AA� : (11.2)The square of the norm of the solution of (9.5) is then easily obtained asN (�AA) = 2nXi=1 �s(A)i �2 = 2nXi=10@x(A)i +PB 6=A �AB s(B)i� ��(A)1 � �AA� 1A2 : (11.3)One then can calculate the normalized solution of (9.5) if the o�-diagonal La-grange parameters are known, by solving N (�AA) = 1 for �AA. One can noticethe interesting feature of (11.3) that the norm of the solution of the inhomo-geneous equation (9.5) has a pole for each eigenenergy of the homogeneousequation. This method has the advantage over purely numerical techniquesthat by restricting the sums in (11.1) to positive energy eigenstates, one canexplicitly implement projection operators, thus solving readily the \no-pair"Hamiltonian (1.2), rather than an ill-de�ned equation. More details on thismethod and on the evaluation of the o�-diagonal Lagrange multipliers can befound in [31].Chapter 4. Numerical relativistic methods formoleculesMost of molecular methods that include relativistic corrections are based onthe expansion of the molecular orbitals in terms of basis sets (most of the timetaken to be Gaussian functions). We shall not review these methods here butrefer the interested reader to a book to be published soon [49]. Let us just point27



out that the sometimes observed lack of convergence to upper bounds in thetotal energy (the so-called variational collapse) is not unambigously relatedto the Dirac negative energy continuum. Indeed this attractive explanation isunfortunately unable to explain the appearance of spurious solutions. Boththe existence of spurious solutions and the lack of convergence to expectedlevels can be traced back to originate from poor basis sets and bad �nitematrix representations of the operators (in particular the kinetic energy). Foran extensive discussion see [15]. Numerical methods succesfully used are brieysketched in the next two paragraphs.12 Fully numerical two-dimensional methodFor diatomic molecules, the one-electron Dirac wave functions may be writtenas
� = 0BBBBBBBB@ ei(m�1=2)' �L1 (�; �)ei(m+1=2)' �L2 (�; �)iei(m�1=2)' �S3 (�; �)iei(m+1=2)' �S4 (�; �)

1CCCCCCCCA (12.1)
where L (S) stands for the large (small) component and elliptical coordinates(�; �; ') are used with:� = (r1 + r2)=R ; � = (r1 � r2)=R ; (12.2)where r1 and r2 are the distances between the electron and each of the nucleus,R is the inter-nuclear distance. The third variable ' is the azimutal anglearound the axis through the nuclei.As usual for molecular calculations, the variational collapse is avoided by de�n-ing the small component in terms of the large one [35]. Starting from the Diracequation in a local potential V one possibility is to use:�S = c�:p �L= h2c2 + E � V i : (12.3)After this substitution, the large component is given as solution of a secondorder di�erential equation that can be solved using well known relaxationmethods [55].For e�ciency, the distribution of integration points must be chosen as to ac-cumulate points where the functions are rapidly varying. It was found that28



the transformation, � = arccosh(�) ; � = arccosh(�) ; (12.4)which yields a quadratic distribution of points near the nuclei, is some kind ofoptimum to reduce the number of points needed to achieve a given accuracy.Then the derivatives of the Laplace operator are approximated by n-point�nite di�erences. In so doing, the di�erential equations are replaced by a setof linear equations that can be written in a matrix form as(A� ES)X = B ; (12.5)where the matrix A, that represents the direct part of the Fock operator, isdiagonal dominant but has non-diagonal elements arising from the discretiza-tion of the Laplace operator. Here E is the energy eigenvalue, S is the overlapdiagonal matrix and B a vector due to the exchange part of the Fock operatorwhose values change during iterations. Then the relaxation method can beviewed as an iterative method to �nd the xi component of X such that(A� ES) xi = bi ; (12.6)each iteration n being associated with a linear combination of the initial and�nal estimate of xi at iteration n� 1, i.e.xinitialn+1i = (1� !)xinitialni + !xfinalni : (12.7)It was found that with overrelaxation (i.e. ! > 1), the method may be slow inconvergence but it is quite stable. Applications of the method outlined abovemay be found in [53] and in references therein.13 Numerical integrations with linear combinations of atomic or-bitalsA widely used approximation in molecular calculations is to expand the molec-ular orbitals as a linear combination of atomic orbitals. If these atomic orbitalsare chosen as the numerical solutions of some kind of Dirac-Fock atomic cal-culations, then small basis sets are su�cient to achieve good accuracy. Themain disavantage of this choice is that all multi-dimensional integrals have tobe calculated numerically. This is compensated by two advantages: �rst thekinetic energy contribution can be computed by a single integral using theatomic Dirac equations (thus avoiding numerical di�erenciation), second, byincluding only positive energy atomic wave functions, no \variational collapse"will occur. 29



In this method, the molecular wave functions  are expanded in terms ofsymmetry molecular orbitals � as: � =X� c�� �� ; (13.1)while the symmetry molecular orbitals � are taken to be linear combinationsof atomic orbitals ' : �� =Xi d�i 'i : (13.2)The coe�cients d�i are given by the symmetry of the molecular orbital andare obtained from the irreducible representations of the double point groups.Computing all necessary integrals (overlaps, matrix elements of the Dirac op-erator, the Coulomb interaction, etc...) the Dirac-Fock equations are reducedto a generalized matrix eigenvalue problem that determines both the eigen-values and the c�� coe�cients of equation (13.1).To compute the various matrix elements in the case of diatomic molecules,Sepp et al. [50] used Gauss-Laguerre and Gauss-Legendre integration schemeson a grid of points de�ned by the same variables as those of Eq. (12.4). Unfor-tunately this approach is not easy to extend beyond diatomic molecules andother methods have to be implemented. It has beeen shown, see for example[44], that the adaptation to molecules of the so-called Discrete VariationalMethod (DVM) developped for solid state calculations [17] may be both ef-�cient and accurate. The DVM may be viewed as performing a multidimen-sional integral via a weighted sum of sampling points, i.e. to compute a matrixelement < f > by: < f >= NXn=1!(ri)f(ri) (13.3)where the weight function !(ri) can be considered as an integration weightcorresponding to a local volume per point. This function is also constrainedto force the error momenta to vanish on the grid points following the workof Haselgrove [27]. Furthermore the set of the sampling points [ri] must bechosen to preserve the symmetries of the system under con�guration (this isaccomplished by taking a set of sampling points that includes all points Rri,R standing for operations of the symmetry group). A full description of theDVM can be found in the references given above.30
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